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What is lD3v2?
lD3v2 is a new taggingrsyetern that lets you put
enriching and relevant information about your
audio files within them. ln more down to earth
terms, lD3v2 is a chunk of data prepended to
the binary audio data. Each lD3v2 tag holds
one or more smaller chunks of information,
called frames. These frames can contain any
kind of information and data you could think of
such as title, album, performer, website. lyrics,
equallzer presets, pictures etc. The block
scheme to the right ls an example of how the
layout of a typical lD3v2 tagged audio file rnay
look like.

One of the design goals were that the lD3v2
should be very flexible and expandable. lt is
very easy to add new functions to the lD3v2
tag, because, just like in HTML, all parsers will
ignore any information they don't recognize.
Since each frame can be 16MB and the entire
tag can be 256M8 you'll probably never again
be in the same situation as when you tried to
write a useful comment in the old lD3 being
limited to 30 characters.

Speaking of characters, the lD3v2 supports
Unicode so even if you use the Bopomofo
character set you'll be able to write in your
native language. You can also include in whic.h
language you're writing so that one flle might
contain e.g. the same lyrics but in different
languages.

Even though the tag supports a lot of byte
consuming capabilitles like inline pictures and
evEn the possibility to include any other file,
lD3v2 still tries to use the bytes as efficient as
possibly. lf you convert an lD3v1 tag to an
lD3v2 tag it is even likely that the new tag will
be smaller. lf you convgrt an lD3v1 tag where
allfieids are tutt (that is, all 30 charactLrs are
used in every field) to an lD3v2 tag it will be 56
bytes bigger. This is the worst case scenario for
lDSvl to lD3v2 conversion.

Since it's so easy to implement new
functionality into lD3v2, one can hope that we'll
see a.lot of creative uses for lD3v2 in the future.

Example of the intemal laYout
of an lD3v2tagged file.

http://www.id3.org/easy.hbnl 5t12/2003
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' E.g.there is a built-itystem for rating the
music and counting how often you listen to a
file, just to mention some brainstorm results that
are included. This feature can be used to build
playlists that play your favourite songs more
often than others.

t6&-v4,-_

Some main features

a

a

The lD3v2 tag is a containerformat, just like IFF or pNG files, allowing new
frames (chunks) as evolution proceeds.
Residing in the beginning of the audio file makes it suitable for streaming.
Has an'unsynchrcnlzation scheme' to prevent lD3v2-incompatible players to
attempt to play the tag.
Maximum tag size is 256 megabytes and maximum frame size is 16
megabytes.
Byte conservative and with the capability to compress data it keeps the files
small.
The titfi supports Unicode.
lsn't entirely focused on musical audio, but also other types of audio.
Has several new telt fields such as composer, conductor, media type, BPM,
copyright message, etc. and the possibility to design your own as you see fit.
Can contaln lyrics as well as music-synced lyrics (karaoke) in almost any
language.
ls able to contain volume, balance, equalizer and reverb settings.
Could be linked to CD-databases such as CDDB.
ls able to contain images and just about any file you want to include.
$upports enciphered informatlon, linked informatioh and weblinks.
and more... (a complete list of all frames and their functions can be found here)
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This Page Is Inserted by IFW Operations
and is not a part of the Official Record

BEST AVAILABLE IMAGES

Defective images within this document are accurate representations of the
original documents submitted by the applicant.

Defects in the images may include (but are not limited to):

r BLACKBORDERS

o TEXT CUT OFF AT TOP, BOTTOM OR SIDES

o FADED TEXT

o ILLEGIBLE TEXT

o SKEWED/SLANTEDIMAGES

COLORED PHOTOS

BLACK OR VERY BLACK AND WHITE DARK PHOTOS

GRAY SCALE DOCUMENTS
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IMAGES ARE BEST AVAILABLE COPY.

As rescanning documents will not correct imagest
please do not report the images to the

fmage Problems Mailbox.
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Informal standard
Document : id3v2.3.0.htnl

M. Nilsson
3rd February 1999

I

I

I

ID3 tag version2.3.0
Status of this documen

This document is an informal standard and replaces the 1D3v2.2.0 standard. The
informal standard is released so that implementors could have a set standard before
a formal standard is set. The formal standard will use another version or revision
number if not identical to what is described in this document. The contents in this
document may change for clarifications but never for added or altered
functionallity.

Distribution of this document is unlimited.

Abstract

This document describes the 1D3v2.3.0, which is a more developed version of the
ID3v2 informal standard (version 2.2.0), evolved from the ID3 iagging systern. The
ID3v2 offers a flexible way of storing information about an.audio file within itself
to determine its origin and contents. The information may be technical informrition,
such as equalisation curyes, as well as related meta information, such as title,
performer, copyright etc.

l.Table of contents

2. Conventions in this document
3. lD3v2 overview

3.1. lD3v2 header
3.2 i W3v2 extended header
3.3. lD3v2 frames overyiew

3.3.1. Frame header flags
3.3.2. Default flags

4. Declared lD3v2 frames
4.1. Unique file identifier
4.2. Text information frames

4.2.1. Text information frames - details
4.2.2. User defined text information frame

4.3. URL link frames
4.3.1. URL link frames - details
4.3.2. User defined URL link frame

4.4. Involved people list
4.5. Music CD ldentifier
4.6, Event timing codes

http://www.id3.orglid3v2.3.0.hhrl s/r ?/?nnl
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4.7. MPEG ,tt,on tookup tabte
4.8. Synced tempo codes
4.9. Unsychronised lyrics/text transcription
4.10. Synchronised lyrics/text
4.11. Comments
4.12. Relative volume adjustment
4.13. Equalisation
4.14. Reverb
4.15, Attached picture
4.16. General encapsulated object
4.17. Play counter
4.18. Popularimeter
4.19. Recommended buffer size
4.20. Audio encryption
4.21. Linked information
4.22. Position synchronisation frame
4.23. Terms of use
4.24. Ownership frame
4.25. Commercialframe
4.26, Encryption method registration
4.27. Group identification registration
4.28. Private frame

5. The'unsynchronisation scheme'
6. Copyright
7. References
8. Appendix

A. Appendix A - Genre Listfrom lD3v1
9. Author's Address

2.Conventions in this document

In the examples, text within "" is a text sting exactly as it appears in a file.
Numbers preceded with $ are hexadecimal and numbers preceded with % are

binary. $xx is used to indicate a byte with unknown content. %x is used to indicate
a bit with unknown content. The most significant bit (MSB) of a byte is called bit
7' and the least significant bit (LSB) is called bit 0'.

A tag is the whole tag described in this document. A frame is a block of
information in the tag. The tag consists of a header, frames and optional padding. A
field is a piece of information; one value, a sting etc. A numeric string is a string
that consists of the characters 0-9 onlv.

3.ID3v2 overview

The two biggest design goals were to be able to implement ID3v2 without
disturbing old softrvare too much and that ID3v2 should be as flexible and
expandable as possible.

The first criterion is met by the simple fact that the MPEG decoding software uses

a syncsignal, embedded in the audiosteam, to'lock on to'the audio. Since the

http://www.id3,orq/id3v2.3.0.html 5l1r.n.on1
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